
Voting Results on 2019 IBS Agenda Items 
 
The online voting option for all IBS Members seems to have been 
successful.  About 60 votes were cast via the website and less than a 
handful were mailed in.  Here are the results: 
 
IBS 2019 Agenda Item Voting Results   
    

LR1 
600YD - SOY Points awarded for overall 2-
gun, LG & HG; score and group in HG & 
LG?   

Yes 59 

    No 6 

LR2 Use actual numeric Score & Group 
Aggregates? Yes 53 

    No 11 

SC1 In Score, print 100 and 200 yard targets in 
RED? (300 yard targets are now red)? Yes 56 

    No 7 

SC2 In Score, add two additional sighter bulls on 
300 yard target? (No other target change) Yes 58 

    No 3 
 
Prior to this year, all voting on rule book and bylaw amendments were exclusively at the IBS 
Annual Meeting.  That was most frequently called the “Winter Meeting” as it occurred in 
January in Harrisburg, PA. The IBS bylaws were amended some years ago to allow “Internet 
voting”.  That process was easier said than done, starting in 2020 it has become reality.  
 
Agenda items are put on the Annual Meeting’s agenda if the petition for an amendment can 
secure at least 25 signatures from IBS members.  If that is achieved then a vote was taken the 
following January. The attendance at the Harrisburg meeting usually was about 45 persons.  A 
proposal in the Score discipline, for example, would be voted on by those that compete in that 
discipline.  You might get 15 votes on an agenda item at the meeting.  Whomever showed up 
were the voters.   
 
The new IBS system allows ALL IBS members to vote, but we still ask that you limit your vote 
to agenda items in your discipline.  IBS members, regardless of where you live, can now 
participate in the organization’s governance.  The leadership of the IBS serves our shooters. 
 
Jeff Stover 
President 
 
 


